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Here you can find the menu of Lahori Masala in Brent. At the moment, there are 9 meals and drinks on the card.
You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What User likes about Lahori Masala:

I was here with my brother. it is near the train station and we wanted to go somewhere new and eat something
fast. it has a five star hygenuie review and prices are also cheap! the service was quite good; the staff was polite

and the eating did not take too long to make. they eat on the table that is pretty. everything on the menu is
cheap. I order two lamb somasas for two quid and big kebab reel for three pounds fif... read more. In pleasant

weather you can even eat in the outdoor area. What User doesn't like about Lahori Masala:
this is a Pakistan/indian restaurant in wembley. I and my frnds came to dinner. we order butter nan, murmel

panner . jeera reis and bengan masalaaa. I ddnt like bengan masalaa at all, but murmel panner is ok. jheraaaa
reis is not good at all. about all a very average experience form lahori masalaa read more. Perfectly pairing with
the meals of the local are the fresh and tasty juices on the drinks menu, on the daily specials there are also a lot

of Asian dishes. Customers also appreciate the use of traditional Indian spices, In addition, the charming
desserts of the restaurant shine not only in the eyes of the little guests.
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Appet�er�
KEBAB

Egg� & Pancake�
OMELETTE

Sid� dishe�
PURI

Vegetaria� dishe�
CHANNA MASALA

Bro�
LACHHA PARATHA

Indisch� Beilage�
PARATHA

Juice� Smal� (0,3�)
FRESH ORANGE JUICE

Ho� drink�
TEA

Ingredient� Use�
MEAT

India�
MASALA

NAAN

So� drink�
JUICE

ORANGE JUICE

Restauran� Categor�
HALAL

VEGETARIAN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
DESSERTS

LAMB
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11-23:30
Tuesday 11-23:30
Wednesday 11-23:30
Thursday 11-23:30
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Saturday 11-23:30
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